
Kaleidoscope Relationship Chart:

>Kaori, Sage of Endless Abyss
“Hm. For someone who hides the meaning behind flowery poetry, thou
appear to meld well with itself. So tell me, O blessed shield, which
answers can your wisdom bring, if you are not capable of seeing the
world through different lens?”
Sees Kaori as a blind girl who hasn't seen the true nature of the Abyss,
as well as seeing through “her mask”, not buying into any wisdom she
says.
“Hm, for someone who hides behind barriers, she isn’t half assed as the
others. Her divination and space time shenanigans can be a pain in the
ass to deal. Hate to admit, but the girl can be quite challenging. I wanna
punch her until her mask breaks.”
She will never admit it but she holds some degree of respect to Kaori,
seeing her as a worthy adversary.
“Oh, Kaori-San, good to see you again. How was your day? Maintaining
such barriers and using your divination must be quite tiring, I
understand. So, what about a friendly spar? Not that you can defeat me,
fufu.”
As long as Kaori plays along, she will try to play the role of “perfect best
friend of the mayor”, trying to be as helpful as possible.
“She is good at what she does. Does her job well, little reason to fight or
interact. Hope she can continue working well, so I can only do it when it
is needed.”
“Hey, Key. Wanna grab a snack? No? Well, okay. So, do you have any
plans? What ‘bout going to the mall? I heard a new fast food joint
opened in it. We can also go to the cinema, seeing new movies while
eating is a very good feeling.”
Likes to go shopping with Kaori, specially when they eat something,
which is all the time.
“For someone who calls herself a sage of the Abyss, your vision is quite
shallow. You have no hope against what lies beyond our eyes, and lurks
deep within our darkness. Don’t give me that look, you can’t even feel or
care about my words.”
“Oh, Hey Kaori-Dono! Are you good? Do you need anything? Can I be of
any help? I hope you don’t forget about our good and old friend here
when you go shopping!”
(Translation: Bitch, I hope you die in a ditch so I can take your money.
Don’t forget to buy what I want, you are in my debt!)



“You should feel ashamed. For someone to call herself a sage of the
Abyss, you are severely lacking. You are just another maggot in this
world, incapable of seeing beyond the veil to achieve more.”

>Idola, Discipline of Fictional Worlds:
“There is nothing to view. If one can’t stay awake to see the world, there
is no meaning to be seen, being another blank scenery to be walked by,
with no meaning.”
Doesn’t respect Idola and scoffs at her friendly fire and cowardly
attitude.
“A coward through and through. Those who run from their problems
have no hope to ever achieve anything. Why don't you go die in a ditch
before your cowardice becomes a problem to us, huh?”
Absolutely despises Idola's disposition and wants nothing to do with
her. May become aggressive and hostile near her.
“Oh, Idola-kun. How are you? Stockpiling equipment as always. Do you
need any help with that? No? That’s good, I guess. (She has nothing to
be envious of).”
“She may make more problems than needed. More work down the line.
Bad.”
“Hey, Idol. You are quite pale and thin, are you eating enough? C’mere, I
know a dish that will be good for you, you need more meat on those
bones, girl.”
Sees Idola as smol, even if she is her senior, thus will try to make Idola
eat as much as possible, as long as she is near.
“You have seen something interesting, I env- Ooops, almost slipped.
Anyhow, mayhaps you care to share this interesting piece with us,
S-E-N-I-OR? You are on a good track. Keep going, you may reach the
root of this equation.”
“She has nothing interesting. Her armory is quite good, but I can’t get it
to budge, nor gaslight her. That girl is more slippery than butter.”
Has some interest in her armory but finds Idola too much to properly
handle/gaslight.
“Maybe you can see the end of this kaleidoscope but as it stands right
now, you are quite far from seeing it. Tell me, how many “ends” have
you seen?”

>Shiki, Witness of the End:
“An interesting sight, for once. A witness of the end you may be, such is
destiny’s play, however the only end you will see is your own.”



She can see through Shiki like a glass, she holds no pity but sickly
pleasure on her suffering, greatly enjoying the irony of her name- The
only end she is going to see, is her own.
“Hey, Shiki. I bring some healthy food, you need it. Don’t make too much
effort, here, I’ll help you eat, okay?”
Contrary to Pride, she takes great pity on Shiki, going as far as to cook
healthy food and try to spoon feed her.Paying only a deaf ear and blind
eye to any mean action Shiki may make.

>Sarah, Space Strategist from the Shooting Stars:
“Although with vision, you are still blind. Forget we exist for your own
sake. For you, we shall be nothing more than a fleeting summer dream.”
Due Sarah being weak, and her good hearted and meek attitude, she
wants her to not get in trouble, thus she prefers to keep distance/hopes
Sarah forgets her. Good people don't deserve to suffer.
“Another coward, but she at least has the excuse of being a weakling.
She should stop pretending and see the world for what it is, if she wants
to stay around for longer.”
Has no strong opinion besides pity to Sarah.
“Worry not, Sarah, while I’m around, you are safe, so what is that
Rorke’s Drift battle again?”
Due to Sarah's meek attitude, she likes being around her to massage her
fragile ego, and protect/shield Sarah because of that.
“Oh, you are rich too? You must drowning in snakes too! What? You
don’t? Model kits? What is that? Is it edible? What is the point of money
if you don’t use it to buy food?”
Sees Sarah’s hobby as a waste of time, since the best thing money can
buy, is food and only food, but will not say it outloud, trying to respect
Sarah’s hobby and personality.
“Despite being an interesting plaything, she is not as interesting as the
other one. Remain oblivious as much as you want, little girl. The time
will come for you, as it does to everyone else.”
“Hey Sarah, do you remember the toys you promised me!? What? How
do you don’t?! You promised me! Oh, you remembered, right? So, what
of these are mine~”
Like with Kaori, sees Sarah as a portable Pig Bank and has absolutely
no shame in blackmailing and gaslighting Sarah to get what she wants.



>Tatsu, Advisor of Impending Doom
“Those who cannot accept the reality before them are worse than the
blind- Do not waste my time, nor yours. The truth shall not appear to
those who turn their backs on it.”
Lacks any interest in Tatsu, likely seeing him as nothing more than
another pebble in a long road.
“This shit head is a guy, for real? I could break in two with my bare
hands!”
Absolutely doesn’t respect him, specially due the fact that he ignores
the blatant supernatural stuff.
“So, you are here, huh~ Oh you poor, poor soul. Feigning innocence to
the wolves, turning a blind eye to the darkness. How much time can you
endure? I shall drive you to the depths of madness. Time to meet
demons, non-believer.”

>Nina Furio:
“Your title is ill-fitting, to say the least. While you are indeed stronger
than the vermin that stroll around this teaching institution, I’m sorry to
tell you but a long road extends ahead until you are able to try and play
with me.”
Sees her as possible entertainment, but nothing more. Like with anyone
else, sees Nina beneath her.
“The strongest? STRONGEST MY ASS! You aren’t able to even hold me
back! You. Me. NOW! I’ll teach you the true meaning of strength!”
Sees Nina as a rival and enemy to surpass, due to having the title of
“strongest”. Quite explosive.
“What a nerve… stronger than me… the best there is! I’ll not let you
escape with such blatant arrogance unpunished!”
Same thing as above, but with more murderous passion due Nina being
an affront to her ego.
“My my. You are quite a problem maker, aren’t you~ Even with an eye
that makes you a side character, you can stir up so much trouble and
have this title. You may be worth observing, Nina Furio.”



“You also has “that eye”. You may truly be able to challenge me, I hope.
Be warned, you will be my first when the time comes.”

>Makoto, the Avenging Nightmare:
“Truly. The Avenging Nightmare. Two wrongs never make a right, yet
here you are. Only a God can have the right of vengeance, yet a black
shadow of reality claims this right. Ha.”
Always takes her time to savor the irony of his title and wants to see his
journey through, more so when he crashes and burns and falls into
despair, after all, the right of vengeance is a right only God has.
“I can respect you. Good thing you took matters into your own hands.
So buddy, what about a spar session? Prepare to get your ass kicked.”
Holds a degree of respect towards Makoto’s strength and his vengeful
personality, due both their sins being Wrath, she thinks they can get
along pretty fast.
“Too much effort.”
“What a troublesome boy… I hope you can reign your own impulses. For
our own sake…”
“It has been quite some time since I saw someone like you around. You
are a meal better saved for later.”

>Shouko Yoshida:
“What a disgusting creature. Without head and without tail, it has no
heart yet it lives. Tell me, what type of creature are you?”
Holds a great distaste towards the girl, wanting nothing more than to see
her writhe and suffer.
“Stop breathing. Now.”
In a similar vein to Pride, she dislikes the girl but wants to end her
miserable existence right away.
“You are very bad. Pitiful even. I guess I can be true to myself around
you. So, want to be friends?”
Contrary to Wrath and Pride, due the absolutely fucked life of Shouko,
Envy is willingly to be friends with her, due having nothing to envy, thus
able to be herself with no shame around Shouko.
“You are an odd one, your body is there, but your mind… not so much. I
wonder, can you be a good showthing? Only time will tell, I fear.”



>Kijima Kii, The Pain Killer:
“Although I have seen many things, I fear this is my first, never heard of
anything of sort… Poor poor thing, incapable of feeling even the barest
sparks of flame…”
Holds some pity towards her condition of numbing, incapable of feeling
most of the time until she unleashes the true strength of her eyes as well
as a spark of interest, since her family is from basically a paramilitary
religious party.
“Damn girl, what a shitty situation. I can’t imagine being numb all the
time.”
Similar to pride, but less flowery about how she talks about the topic.
“Split perfectly. Half and Half. Good.”
“That is set. I’ll find a food that can make you feel things again! Now is
the time to start cooking!”
Like Shiki, she will take upon herself to cook good stuff for Kijima, to
make her feel things again.

>Kaleidoscope:
“The last thing we are, is united, for a good reason. Is better that things
stay that way.”
“Or something waY WORSE CAN APPEAR.”

>Gou Ganeko, The Impeding End:
“You can truly be my plaything, what an exciting feeling. You are truly
strong, the only one I can give such praise to, yet you feel very weak on
the inside. Haha. Tell me, did you sell your soul to the devil in search of
power? The last thing you appear, is natural.”
Due to her arrogance, she fails to recognize the true extent of his power,
not that she cares anyway. She may become aggressive/start a  fight at
any moment if they are in the same room, but can be reasonable given
the right circumstances.
“Tsc. Your presence angers me. What the hell are you, anyway? No one
should be this level of strength. What. ARE. YOU?”



She sees Gou as an anomaly, something that shouldn’t be possible to
exist, not failing to see the true extent of his strength like Pride does.
“Too much effort. Too much trouble. There is a lot of corruption. Cannot
be with. Take distance.”
“This… is bound to become a stage. A very good one, I tell you.”
“It sure is. It sure is.”

>Hamu Tenshi, Purest Soul:
“Such illusions of grandeur. You deserve to drown in your own
arrogance, boy.”
Has a sick pleasure on seeing his delusions, waiting for the right time to
trample them away and make him fall in despair.
“Why are all the men somehow weaklings, broken or outright strange?”
Another strange guy for the list, she doesn’t think much of him, just
finds strange the tendency that males have to be either crazy, delusional
or broken inside, somehow
“You are schizophrenic… this sounded so hypocritical, I wonder why?”
“Why indeed…”

>Kanaye Gushiken:
“You are one I’m better off avoiding. Albeit the new sensations and
lovely excitement are good, I prefer to avoid bringing more mess to  this
stage- it's getting too crowded already.”

>Gabriel, The Anointed Witness:
“Things are going out of control. I cannot hold IT much longer.”

>Lisa Aragami:
“You hold a good point, surprisingly enough. Through an ocean of stars,
only one outcome can happen at one given time… unless someone



behinds the rules by which we play this game. I wonder, how many rules
were broken to allow you this gig?”
“Hmm, I take my previous statement back. You are probably the best one
suited to solve the mystery. I wonder, what colors do you see in this
kaleidoscope?”


